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DESCRIPTION
Franke floor mounted back to wall stainless steel WCs 
are built for installation in areas where vandalism is likely 
to cause damage to ceramic WCs. Fabricated in 1.6mm 
Type 304 stainless steel with a satin finish, these are 
available with or without seats or alternatively with seat 
pads fitted.

• Flush with 6L of water 
• They are 3 Star WELS rated when  
   installed with a similarly rated flushing device 
 
INSTALLATION
The Franke FRFM2 floor mounted P-Trap WC is designed 
for face wall mounting, using a press-fit mounting bracket 
to secure it to the wall. It is suitable for use with inwall 
cisterns, such as the single flush WISA WS300VPAP and 
the WS2104-VP which has vandal resistant stainless steel 
buttons and front access for servicing. Alternatively Zurn 
ZH6152XL or ZDF6152XL flush valves can be used with 
ZA access panels.

Where a high degree of security is required and there is 
a plumbing duct directly behind WC, use through wall 
bolted FRFM1 WCs and Warden electronic flushing 
controls - refer separate literature.

MODELS
FRFM2 - Floor mounted face wall fixed WC 
 
OPTIONS: 
FRSP - grey plastic seat pads
FRSW-FR2 - white plastic seat and flap
FRSB-FR2 - black plastic seat and flap
FRSW-FR1 - white plastic seat only
FRSB-FR1 - black plastic seat only

Warning
Do not use 

dimensions for 
set out purposes. 
Refer to supplier
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FRFM2
mounted onto face wall with Zurn ZH6152XL single 

flush valve in accessible duct behind

FRFM2
mounted into timber framed wall using a 

WS2701VP dual flush cistern

150mm timber 
framed wall

150mm timber 
framed wall

wall nogged to suit 
FRFM2 mounting holes 
and cistern frame 
dimensions

FRFM2
mounted onto face wall with WISA 300VP single 

flush cistern in accessible duct behind

Note: WISA 300 VP is only suitable for duct 
mounting. 
Cistern uses pneumatic button to activate 
flush. Button set position can be anywhere 
within1m of cistern.

FRFM2 INSTALLATION GUIDES
Notes:
• These drawings are provided as possible 
   ways of installing FRFM2 WCs and  
   they should not be regarded as final or 
   dimensionally accurate. For details on 
   flushing options shown, refer to each  
   products Technical Data Sheet
• Should a seat be required, all flush 
   mechanisms should be installed in such a 
   position that they avoid the seat lid 
   

pneumatic 
tubing

WS2701VP cistern only 
accessible from face wall 
for servicing

FRFM2
mounted into timber framed wall using a Zurn dual 

flush valve with access panel ref ZDF6152XL / ZDF-PC

ZDF6152XL valve 
serviced via ZF-PA 
access panel

Note: WS2701VP is only suitable for inwall 
mounting, where wall framing gives support to 
tank and frame

Press-fit bracket 
dynabolted to 
structural wall

Press-fit bracket screws  
to WS2701VP frame

Press-fit bracket coach 
screwed to wall

100mm timber 
framed wall

FRFM2 - WITH ACCESSIBLE DUCT

FRFM2 - NO DUCT

WS2701VP 
support 
frame
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